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About This Game

Destroy the evil at the heart of a haunted manor! As an orphan, you discovered your ability to commune with the spirit world
and ghosts. When your uncle Kent mysteriously disappears, you'll embark on a journey to find out what really happened. With
your trusty companion Devanand at your side, you make your way to Darnecroy Manor, where Kent was last seen. It is...The

House.

Heart of the House is 360,000-word interactive Gothic novel by Nissa Campbell. It's entirely text-based—without graphics or
sound effects—and fueled by the vast, unstoppable power of your imagination.

Within the manor, you'll encounter the master, Lord Bastian Reaves; his mysterious servants, Oriana and Loren; and the
thousands of spirits teeming around and in this haunted mansion. But will you shatter the power that binds the ghosts to the

House, or claim it for yourself? Can love bloom in a haunted house? Most importantly, how will you escape when the House
comes for you?

 Play as male, female, or non-binary; gay, straight, bi, ace, or poly

 Explore the halls of the House, even as they seem to shift before your eyes

 Encounter ghosts, spirits, and echoes, as you search for your lost Uncle Kent
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 Fight against an ancient evil or embrace its demonic gifts

 Indulge in steamy, chaste, sweet, or provocative romances, or go it alone

 Exploit the secrets you find for self-serving ends or use them to help your friends

 Defeat your greatest fears in bone-chilling moments of terror...if you can

 Choose whom you can save, if anyone, from the horrors the House contains

For some, there may be no escape from The Heart of the House.
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Build, Destroy, Take parts, Build, Destroy some more, This game is awesome and very well updated

Alot of heart and Soul went into Make this game you can See it and Feel it when you play it. I was impressed with the art style
they went for it is gorgeous, the
retro 60's style you'd find in countless posters,books and cartoons.
Though the game itself is very linear , the puzzles you have to complet
one at the time, however the journal gives you multiple clues to
go for but that's just to make it all ''sphaggeti'' you are allways
only chasing one goal.

I had a few instances that I was like.....HUH? when I try to complete
a puzzle and had to look it up because the Logic was really really
awkward.
I think that it's a shame, when point & click adventure game have
puzzles that are un-logic. people will need to look it up and they are
tempted to use the guide for the rest of the game.

Anyway, the voices were recorded well though!
and story wise, meh not my cookie, very strange story
just like the puzzles..
I thought about it because point & click games are one of my favorite
games and I do hope this genre stays.

But since puzzles are mandatory I would have liked to give a
in between rating , but since that's not possible I'm geared
toward no... More of an acquired taste, very difficult and hard to progress. Good Luck.. Amazing VR experiance and works
perfect on oculus if you have 360 deg tracking! about a 40 minute experiance and overall amazing free game!. Amazing ,
Fnafing , Slendering ......

GREAT !!!!. I can not renew my membership, it is not ok ..
I pay for games that do not work.. Super Meat boy meets Bob Ross. Having to navigate levels that are as challenging as the
famous super meat boy, while trying to select the color you need for the next jump so you don't die. (We don't make mistakes,
just happy little accidents, yeah right Bob Ross you never painted with this...). The levels are simplistic at first glace but as you
get into you see that they is quite of bit complexity to it that they continue to build upon as the levels progress. I cannot wait to
see were this game goes and I am excited to find out. 5\/5 good job boys. PS. Where Orange?
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Happy with my DLC! :). Not much content, but if you are playing this as much as I am, then you'll porb. appreciate the extra
garage space and music.. This is singlehandedly the worst game i have ever had in my library and a piece of impudence to offer
it to the market..

0\/10. You should buy Star Vikings. It is a game with a fantastic gameplay for those who enjoy puzzles. The Vikings
attack the snails with hits that cause chain reactions creating a very good feel. The music and all sound effects are
exciting. It is a casual game in its essence but you need a lot of intelligence to do well in puzzles. I really liked it.. This is
a great simulator, and im not an overall fan of simulator type "games".
Anyone with even the slightest interest\/buzz of fireworks or pyrotechnics shows (IE:- Rock band setups etc) will find
this great, its very entertaining.

Can upload your own music tracks too to use.

For the price its ace.
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